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Summary
Comisiynwyd Archeoleg Mynydd Du Cyf, mewn partneriaeth gydag arbenigwr adeilad
hanesyddol ArchaeoDomus, gan y Ddinas a’r Sir o Abertawe (D&SA) i gwblhau cofnod
ffotogrammetrig a ffotograffig o nifer sylweddol o patrymau dyluniad pren, sawl mewn cylfwr
dŵr gwael iawn, wedi’i leoli yn islawr y Pwerdy (Ffreutur)(LB11691), Weithdu Copr HafodMorfa, Abertawe. Cynhyrchwyd y gwaith arolygu er mwyn cynhyrchu cofnod cynhwysfawr o’r
patrymau dyluniad pren at ddibenion archifol ac i ddarparu ar gyfer astudiaeth bellach ac
ymchwil.Cynhalwyd yr arolwg rhwng y 3ydd Rhagfyr a’r 14eg Rhagfyr 2018 mewn amodau
arbennig o heriol.
Cafodd i gyd o’r darnau pren eu sifftio’n ofalus iawn a dadansoddwyd i sicrhau addasrwydd
ar gyfer recordio ffotograffig ac i gynhyrchu o leiaf pum model ffotogrammetrig 3D
mesuradwy. Roedd canoedd o’r ddarnau yn naill yn rhy ddarniog, yn anhysbys neu mewn
cyflwr mor ddiraddiedig nes bod yr arolwg yn anymarferol. Fodd bynnag, er gwaethaf yr
heriau, cofnodwyd cyfanswm o 97 gwrthrych pren yn cynnwys 39 batrymau dylunio ynghyd â
phum model ffotogrammetrig 3D cwbl fesuradwy.
Mae'r adroddiad presennol yn nodi canlyniadau'r arolwg archeolegol yn unol â chanllawiau
proffesiynol ac arfer gorau a nodwyd mewn Safon a chanllawiau ar gyfer ymchwilio a chofnodi
archebion adeiladau neu strwythurau (cyhoeddwyd 2014) gan y Safon Sefydliad Siartredig
Archeolegwyr a’r Ceisiadau Ffotogrammetrig ar gyfer Canllawiau Treftadaeth Ddiwylliannol
ar gyfer Arfer Da(cyhoeddwyd 2017) gan Lloegr Hanesyddol.
Black Mountains Archaeology Ltd, in partnership with ArchaeoDomus leading historic building
specialists, were commissioned by the City and County of Swansea (C&CS) to undertake a
photogrammetric and photographic record of a significant number of timber design patterns,
many in very poor water condition, located in the basement of the Powerhouse (Canteen)
building (LB11691), Hafod-Morfa Copperworks, Swansea. The survey work was carried out to
produce a comprehensive record of the timber design patterns for archival purposes and
provide for further study and research. The survey was undertaken between the 3rd December
2018 and 14th December 2018 in particularly challenging site conditions.
All timber fragments were painstakingly sifted and analysed for suitability for recording, both
photographic and to produce at least five measurable 3D photogrammetric models. Many
hundreds of pieces were either too fragmentary, unidentifiable or in such degraded state that
survey was impracticable. However, despite the challenges a total of 97 timber objects
including 39 design patterns were recorded together with five fully measurable 3D
photogrammetric models.
The present report sets out the results of the archaeological survey in accordance with
professional and best practice guidelines set out by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
Standard and guidance for the archaeological investigation and recording of standing
buildings or structures (published 2014) and Historic England’s Photogrammetric Applications
for Cultural Heritage Guidance for Good Practice (Published 2017).
Acknowledgements and Copyright
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Photogrammetric Survey and Photographic Record
1

Introduction and Project Background

1.1.1 Black Mountains Archaeology Ltd, in partnership with ArchaeoDomus leading historic
building specialists, were commissioned by the City and County of Swansea (C&CS) to
undertake a photogrammetric and photographic record of a significant number of
timber design patterns, many in very poor water condition, located in the basement
of the Powerhouse (Canteen) building (LB11691), Hafod-Morfa Copperworks,
Swansea. The survey work was carried out to produce a comprehensive record of the
timber design patterns for archival purposes and provide for further study and
research. The work forms part of the wider regeneration project that aims to turn the
renowned copperwork site into a world class heritage, innovation and education
destination.
1.1.2 The survey was undertaken between the 3rd December 2018 and 14th December 2018
in particularly challenging site conditions. The timber design patterns were located
within the basement of the former Powerhouse and later Yorkshire Imperial Metals
canteen (LB 11691). Hundreds of pieces of timber in various states of preservation
were strewn haphazardly covering the entirely of the basement floor, many in very
poor condition due to water ingress and vandalism since the 1980s when the site was
abandoned. C&CS estimated that there would be 20-30 timber design patterns in
sufficient condition to enable recording lying either partially or fully obscured amongst
the hundreds decaying timber pieces.
1.1.3 All timber fragments were painstakingly sifted and analysed for suitability for
recording, both photographic and to produce at least five measurable 3D
photogrammetric models. Many hundreds of pieces were either too fragmentary,
unidentifiable or in such degraded state that survey was impracticable. However,
despite the challenges, and due to the meticulous approach taken, a total of 97 timber
objects, including 39 design patterns, were recorded together with five fully
measurable 3D photogrammetric models.
1.1.4 The present report sets out the results of the archaeological survey in accordance with
professional and best practice guidelines set out by the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists Standard and guidance for the archaeological investigation and
recording of standing buildings or structures (published 2014) and Historic England’s
Photogrammetric Applications for Cultural Heritage Guidance for Good Practice
(Published 2017).
2 Background
2.1 Archaeological and Historical
2.1.1 During the mid-19th Century the Hafod/Morfa Copperworks were the largest
copperworks in the world employing over 1000 people. Situated in the Lower Swansea
Valley, this area at that time accounted for 90% of the worlds copper production
(Hughes 2000). This was made possible by a plentiful supply of coal in the Swansea
Valley, brought down via the late 18th century canals, and the excellent facilities for
shipping, which allowed the import of copper ore from Cornwall, North Wales, South
America and Australia. The Hafod Copperworks was established in 1808-9 by the
Cornish entrepreneur John Vivian. In 1835 a Cornish firm, Williams, Foster & Co.,
8
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opened the Morfa works on adjacent land. The works was initially a rolling plant for
making bars and plates from copper ingots brought from the nearby Rose Works but
smelting is believed to have started at the same time. Both the Hafod and Morfa works
amalgamated in 1924 and was subsequently operated by Yorkshire Imperial Metals
until it closed in 1980, when it was the last operating copperworks in Swansea (Hughes
1989; 2000).
2.1.2 At least 15 or more significant structures, in varying degrees of condition, survive
across the Hafod-Morfa Copperworks site. These include the rolling mill (LB 16878)
now used as the museum stores, the laboratory building (LB 11690) and the former
Morfa Powerhouse and later Yorkshire Imperial Metals canteen (LB 11691). The Hafod
Limekiln (11694), Copper Slag Abutment, Pier and Canal Boundary Walls (LB 11692
and 11693). The Vivian Engine House (LB 11695), the Chimney (LB 11696) west of the
Vivian Engine House and the Boundary wall for the Hafod Copperworks Canal Docks
(LB16881). Finally, the in-situ Musgrave Engine and Rolls (SAMGm483) in the
Musgrave Engine House and Chimney (LB 11697).
2.1.3 The history of the Hafod-Morfa Copperworks is reasonably well understood, although
many gaps in knowledge do exist pertaining to the function and layout of the
individual buildings on-site. Useful resources include ‘Copperopolis’, Stephen Hughes’
(2000) outstanding work on the copper industry in Swansea (and beyond) and for the
Hafod-Morfa Copperworks, Dyfed Archaeological Trust’s appraisal ‘The Yorkshire
Imperial Metals Site’ (2002) is particularly helpful in understanding the archaeological
potential of the remaining historic assets on the site.
2.1.4 They provide the following description for the Powerhouse building (LB11691) (2002,
p37-39). “The canteen is a rectangular, free-standing masonry building aligned eastwest, measuring 30m by 18m. It was built in the 1890s as an electric power house for
Morfa Works, after H. R. Merton & Co. had taken a controlling interest in the firm in
1888; nevertheless, often referred to as Foster's Power House. It is first shown on the
OS 1:2500 map of 1899. It was converted into a works canteen during the 1920s-30s.
It burnt down in the late 1970s, was restored and burnt down again in the 1980s. It is
now derelict and roofless. The building is coterminous with, and was constructed over,
a sub-rectangular pond, of unknown function. The pond is shown as a wet feature on
the tithe map of 1844, Railway Deposited Plans of the 1850s-70s (WGRO
P/60/CW/200) and the OS 1:2500 map of 1879. The pond is depicted as under
separate ownership from the rest of the Morfa site. A small building is depicted at
either end of the pond but the present Canteen building does not appear to
incorporate any of their fabric”.
2.1.5 The basement floor of the Powerhouse building was cleaned during the current
photogrammetric survey of timber design patterns stored there since the site was
abandoned. The floor is composed of rectangular worn ceramic bricks, now uneven in
places due to subsidence. It is possible that this is the remains of the floor of the pond
noted above or a later floor contemporaneous with the construction of the
Powerhouse building but built over the back-filled pond, which may be causing the
subsidence.
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Figure 1. Hand drawn ICI Plan of the Hafod-Morfa Copperworks (1950s). C&CS

2.1.6 A hand drawn ICI plan (Figure 1) held by C&CS from between 1926 and 1951 helpfully
labels all of the buildings that survive in the first half of the 20th century on the site.
The Powerhouse is labelled ‘Canteen’ and is located adjacent to the Power House and
Boilers to the south. To the north the cast house for the yellow Metals Mills is clearly
visible as is several small buildings (stores?) to the rear (west) together with tramroads
and a path to the weigh bridge and Silverstack Chimney. The cast house is also visible
in the background of an undated photograph of the Silverstack Chimney (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Silverstack Chimney and Cast House (Document ref. D3451). © West Glamorgan Archives.

2.2

Patterns and Casting

2.2.1 A design pattern (henceforth pattern) is an object used to create moulds or indeed
the mould itself in the casting process, to maintain conformity of shape over one or
more uses. Patterns have been used for thousands of years and are synonymous with
the casting process. Patterns can be made of wax (lost wax process), carved stone,
carved wood, clay, plaster, sand and of course metal (Tylecote 1992, 7-46). In the
British and Irish Bronze Age, some patterns were simple carved stone moulds and
copper was cast into the open mould, such as those Early Bronze Age pattern mould
examples found at New Deer, Aberdeenshire (Cowie et al 2009, 316). Later in the
Bronze Age moulds became more sophisticated with the use of clamp cores made of
clay and later bronze, where the pattern design is impressed/carved on two opposing
halves and clamped together with the copper or bronze poured into the top of the
mould (Tylecote 1992, 39-41). A very rare example of a bronze design pattern mould
was recently found from Swansea (Lodwick 2018; Figure 3). The Bronze Age bronze
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mould was used for casting palstaves of the Group III, low flanged type of Taunton
Metalworking Industry dated to c1400 - 1200BC.

Figure 3. NMGW-9883F6 Middle Bronze Age bronze mould for casting Group III palstaves of the Taunton
Metalworking Industry (c1400 - 1200BC). © The Portable Antiquities Scheme, CC License.

2.2.2 Ferrous metal working was introduced to Britain in the first millennium BC and the
emphasis changed from casting to the hot forging of blooms due to the melting point
of pure iron being hotter (1,540°C) than the temperatures Iron Age and later Roman
and medieval metalworkers could reach (at around 1,200°C). The iron being reduced
in charcoal furnaces to create a bloom (slag, iron and charcoal) before hammering to
remove impurities to produce wrought iron (Tylecote 1992, 48-49).
2.2.3 In the context of the Post-medieval and Industrial periods, it is only with the advent
of industrialisation in the 18th and 19th centuries that enabled the technological
processes of smelting and casting to advance peaking in the Victorian Period when
widespread and highly complex and decorative ironwork was made (Jones 2006, 271).
Repeated castings required high accuracy and patternmakers became an
indispensable and highly skilled role.
2.2.4 A pattern can be described as a model or replica of an object to be cast (Bawa 2006;
Purfield 1911, 72), where molten metal is poured into a cavity left by the pattern to
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produce an exact cast facsimile. The process of creating patterns is called
patternmaking and this is usually carried out in a patternmaking shop and the
craftsperson who makes them is known as a patternmaker.

Figure 4. A 1908 postcard of an American pattern maker, Delaware, Ohio, United States. CC License.

2.2.5 A metal patternmaker creates patterns from iron, brass, steel and soft metals such as
aluminium. Metal patterns can be completed castings made from a wooden pattern
or ‘master pattern’, which is larger than the finished cast to allow for contraction and
machining of the metal pattern. A plaster patternmaker creates patterns using clay,
plaster, wax and other soft compounds usually to create ornamental work, such as
decorative castings (Thompson 1942, 79). The wood patternmaker is by far the most
important and skilled of the patternmakers. A wood pattern maker creates patterns
in timber and must be highly skilled in carpentry, joinery, cabinetmaking, carving and
turning (Shelly 1920, 2-3). Although, a wood patternmaker does not conform to
standard carpentry techniques as each pattern is different and must be made
according to the designer’s drawing in the most economic but durable method. Shelly
(1920, 3-4) writing in the early 20th century notes that wood patternmaking can be
sub-divided into three specialised branches: architectural or house patternmaking;
stove or furnace patternmaking; and machine patternmaking. An architectural or
house patternmaker produces patterns for castings such as fireplaces, drain/water
pipes and other building materials where the finished work does not require the same
refinements as furnace or machine pattern making. Stove or furnace patternmakers
are highly skilled at creating highly decorative patterns that once cast are light-weight
and accurate, which is important when constructing constituent parts of what will
ultimately become a heavy stove or furnace. A machine patternmaker is the highest
skilled of the patternmakers. As well as highly skilled carpenters, a machine
patternmaker must have detailed knowledge of moulding, casting, machining and the
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construction processes of finished products from typewriters to the stamps used to
make car parts.

Figure 5. Pattern making in the BMW Foundry. BMW Group. CC License.

Figure 6. Examples of wooden patternsat the Welsh National Slate Museum at Llanberis North Wales. CC
License.
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2.2.6 The machine patternmaker also needs a in depth understanding of the loses
(contraction and machining) that a finished item will go through to allow for wastage.
A patternmaker’s scale was an indispensable tool to mitigate wastage, usually
allowing four finished materials, two on each side of the ruler. The scale was greater
in dimension to allow for shrinkage/contraction of cast metal and any required
machining to finish the cast object. Bawa (2006, Table 1.1, 5) notes the shrinkages of
cast materials, often by several centimetres, with Zinc shrinking as much as 24mm
compared to copper at 16mm and grey cast iron at 7mm.
2.2.7 The different types of pattern can be loosely divided into a small number of principle
forms and historical examples are shown below (Bawa 2006, 7-10; Purfield 1911, 136238; Thompson 1942, 79-83; Shelly 1920, 5-23).
2.2.8 Solid or One-Piece Pattern
2.2.9 A solid or one-piece pattern is the simplest pattern to make, without any joints or
loose pieces. The object to create a simple one-piece pattern moulded in one or two
flasks/boxes. The bottom mould box or flask is called a cope and the top a drag. This
process is limited to a small number of castings as the method involves a large number
of manual operations to set the pattern in the mould.

Figure 7. One-piece Pattern and Method of moulding (after Shelly 1920, Fig 1, 6).
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2.2.10 Two-piece, Split or Cope and Drag Pattern
2.2.11 A two-piece, split or cope and drag pattern is made from two opposing mould sections
held in place with dowel-pins in the cope and drag portion of the mould box. The drag
section is prepared with sand and a split pattern moulded into place. The split pattern
is removed, and the drag is then flipped over and the cope side of the box placed on
top. The second split pattern having been added and rammed with sand to create the
opposing mould. Any disturbance in the sand is smoothed out and vents added to
facilitate the escape of hot gases. The box is then held together with the dowel-pins
in readiness for casting.

Figure 8. Method for moulding a Two-piece or Split Pattern (after Shelly 1920, Fig 4, 10).

2.2.12 Multipiece Pattern
2.2.13 A multipiece pattern as the name suggests is a pattern of more than two pieces but
moulded in the same manner as a two-piece or split pattern. A three-piece pattern
requires a moulding flask or box of three parts. A four-piece pattern would require a
flask of four parts and so on. The pattern shown in Figure 9 illustrates the three flasks
with the pattern parting on the line ‘a-a’.
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Figure 9. Method for moulding a Three-part or Multipiece Pattern in a Three-part flask (after Shelly 1920, Fig
6, 12).

2.2.14 Match-plate Pattern
2.2.15 Match-plate patterns are used where the production of small, accurate castings are
needed on a larger scale efficiently. The match-plate is a split-pattern with cope and
drag flasks mounted on opposite sides of a ‘match’ plate. Following the ramming of
moulding sand into the cope and drag, the match-plate pattern is removed and the
cope and drag joined to form the mould(s) for casting.
2.2.16 Gated Pattern
2.2.17 These patterns are used in mass production of small castings. A single runner and gate
are used in the sand mould to direct the metal to the small casting mould at the end
of each gate. Due to the higher cost of this method they tend to be used for producing
small castings in mass production systems.
2.2.18 Skeleton Pattern
2.2.19 Similar to sweep patterns, skeleton patterns use wooden frames to create the
‘skeleton’ of the cast shape allowing the moulder to create the mould in sand or clay.
Skeleton patterns are only used for the production of a few castings, usually of large
or heavy casts. The skeleton pattern is filled with rammed sand or clay and strickles or
strickleboards are used to fine touch the mould and remove excess sand/clay.
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Figure 10. Skeleton pattern. Casting A is produced using Skeleton Pattern B and the sand mould finished
using Strickles C and D (after Shelly 1920, Fig 11, 16).

2.2.20 Sweep or Spindle Pattern
2.2.21 This type of pattern is typically used to create large cylindrical castings. A sweep
(wooden pattern of desired profile) is attached to a spindle and when rotated carries
a contour through the sand to create the form of the casting. This provides rotational
symmetry to each mould and casting.

Figure 11. Forming a mould with a spindle and sweep pattern (after Shelly 1920, Fig 14, 19).
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2.2.22 Loose Piece Pattern
2.2.23 A loose piece pattern is used when a casting with internal grooves is required and a
pattern would be unable to be removed without damaging the sand mould. Loose
pieces are rammed into the sand mould with the main pattern piece(s) to enable
removal before casting. A draw-back of this method is that loose pieces can move
during sand ramming for the main pattern piece.

Figure 12. Loose Piece Pattern (after Shelly 1920, Fig 15, 20).

2.2.24 Follow-board Pattern
2.2.25 A follow board is not a pattern but is a board, often wooden, used to support very thin
patterns that otherwise may give way during the sand ramming process. Bawa (2006,
9) notes that the “follow board is placed on a moulding bed, the pattern is placed over
the follow board and sand rammed over it. The rammed drag is inverted and the follow
board is removed and a cope is mounted on it and rammed”.
2.2.26 Segmental or Part Pattern
2.2.27 Segmental or part patterns are separate sections used to create a whole mould or
cast. Often used for circular work such as gears or cogs. A pivot is used in the form of
a segment of a wheel or cog and guided from the centre to create the mould.
2.2.28 Shell Pattern
2.2.29 Shell moulding is a process that uses silica (sand) mixed with a thermosetting resin
placed on a hot metal pattern to create a thin hard shell. The hard shell is then used
(in pairs) as a mould to cast the desired object.
2.2.30 Patterns and the use of paint
2.2.31 All patterns (wood) are painted in different colours and shades to identified to the
moulder what should happen to each of the painted surfaces after casting to finish
the object, such as machining certain surfaces. Paint also helps to protect the pattern
from heat and humidity, especially during storing to prevent warping. Although, the
colours vary according to country Bawa (2006, 12) notes that the standards commonly
adopted, regional variations are bracketed:
i.
ii.

Cast surfaces to be machined = Red (or Yellow)
Cast surfaces to be left unmachined = Black (or Red)
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Loose pieces and seatings = Red stripes and Yellow base
Seats for core prints = Yellow (or Black)
Parting surfaces = no colour
Core prints for machine openings = Yellow stripes on black background (or
Black)
Supports = Black stripes on Yellow back-ground

Figure 13. Segmental Pattern (A) used to create wheel rim mould and Shell Pattern (B) (after Shelly 1920, Fig
12, 17).

2.2.32 Industrial foundry casting – Jennifer Protheroe-Jones
2.2.33 Patterns are a key stage in a foundry’s production process: they are not ‘design
patterns’ and instead are the final shape, dimensionally and shape-accurate in all
respects. To clarify how patterns were used in 20th century industrial foundry casting
of products, the following comprises the steps from design to production of finished
casting:
i.

Design drawing prepared by draftsman and a copy issued to the patternmaker.

ii.

Patternmaker creates wooden pattern(s) to match dimensions and shape
specified in design drawing, using a mixture of woodworking machinery and
hand tools. The measuring equipment employed by the patternmaker are
‘contraction rules’ which increase all dimensions by a slight proportion to allow
for thermal shrinkage of the finished casting: the proportional increase in
dimensions is slightly different depending on the metal to be cast: generally
brass, iron or steel in the case of the patterns referred to in this report. The
number of patterns necessary to cast the object depicted in the design drawing
is a decision that the moulder makes from experience: complex or large products
may require a number of patterns; complex voids may require multiple core
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patterns. When the pattern is completed and painted it is passed to the
moulder.
iii.

Moulder uses the pattern(s) to make mould(s) and cores. Moulds were
occasionally single piece but were more usually two or three-part, often with
separate ‘cores’ to ensure that voids were left within the finished casting. The
moulder used experience to guide the selection of how many parts the mould(s)
should comprise. The moulding material was usually either special fine grained
sand or loam, given coherency and mechanical strength by being mixed with
binding agents. The moulding material was rammed around the patterns, the
patterns removed, and the internal surfaces of the void formed by the pattern
were smoothed and touched-up using a large range of specialist hand tools. The
gloss painted surfaces of the patterns (often colour-coded to reflect the differing
degrees of and types of machining the finished casting would require) aided the
creation of a smooth surface to the mould and also aided clean extraction from
the moulding material. External to the voids created by the patterns were
pouring basins, risers and air vents to enable introduction of molten metal into
the mould, release of trapped air, and to ensure complete filling of all voids
formed by the pattern. Mould surfaces were coated with graphite or other
material to ensure a clean surface between metal and moulding material, and
also to ensure clean separation. The finished moulds and cored were heated in
large special ‘stoves’ to expel all moisture and to complete the binding of the
moulding material. When cooled, the mould(s) were passed to the caster.

iv.

The caster tapped the foundry furnace (one of a coke-fired cupola furnace, an
electric induction furnace, or a gas fired open hearth steel furnace for very large
steel castings – the latter having replaced coal fired reverberatory furnaces) into
a ladle to transport the molten metal to the moulds, or for smaller castings
(especially brass) carried melting crucibles filled with molten metal from a gas
fired furnace to the moulds. The molten metal was cleanly and at an even speed
poured into the pouring basins formed in the surface of the moulds until molten
metal appeared up the risers, indicating that the void inside the mould was
completely filled. When cool, the casting was removed from the moulding
material and passed to the dresser.

v.

The dresser mechanically removed superfluous portions of the casting – such as
basins and risers, and cut back any other unwanted portions. In the 20th century
extensive use was made of shot blasting equipment for this task. Most castings
required some surfaces to be completely smooth, so the casting was next passed
to the fitter and turner.

vi.

The fitter and turner, mostly using machine tools, but also using hand tools,
created perfectly flat surfaces wherever the design required them, mainly
creating flat surfaces where components would be bolted together. Bolt holes
and other holes would be drilled.
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With machining completed, the casting would be painted and either dispatched
to the customer or passed to the erecting shop to be trail-assembled into the
machine that it would formed part of.

2.2.34 The foregoing is somewhat simplified but is very representative of early and mid 20th
century industrial foundry practice for the production of one-off or short-run
industrial component casting of the sort represented by the patterns found at HafodMorfa Copperworks. Significant differences existed in other classes of founding such
as art founding, mechanised production line casting of repetitive products, and alloy
die casting. The main metals employed by foundries were brasses (mainly for bearings
and other sacrificial wearing surfaces), iron of various compositions (predominated)
and steel (where additional strength or hardness was required). The patterns found
are likely to pertain to all three metals.
3

Location, Topography and Geology

3.1.1 The former Hafod-Morfa Copperworks (NGR SS(2)66250,(1)95020) is located
approximately 4km north of the city centre on the banks of the River Tawe. Swansea
is situated on Carboniferous Coal measures and the extraction of coal from this area
has greatly influenced the history and development of the region. The soils over the
study area are largely un-surveyed but are likely to include alluvium associated with
the River Tawe and substantial peat deposits (SSEW 1983).
3.1.2 The geology generally comprises of the South Wales Upper Coal Measures formation,
which is made up of Mudstone, Siltstone, Sandstone, Coal, Ironstone and Ferricrete
and ranges between the geological ages of Westphalian D to the Bolsovian (West
Phalian C). This sedimentary would have formed between 306 and 308 million years
ago within the Carboniferous Period, and would have been dominated by rivers which
deposited sand, gravel, detrital material, silt, clay and some bogs including alluvium.
Superficial deposits within the development area are confined to clay, silt, sand and
gravel, which would have been deposited in the Quaternary period approximately 2
million years ago. (BGS Sheet 247).
4

Objectives

4.1.1 The definition of an archaeological Building Investigation and Recording as set out by
the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) is a programme of work intended to
establish the character, history, dating, form and archaeological development of a
specified building, structures, heritage assets or complexes and its setting, including
buried components, on land, inter-tidal zone or underwater.
4.1.2 The purpose of an archaeological Building Investigation and Recording is to examine a
specified building, structures, heritage assets or complexes, and its setting, in order to
inform:
•
•
•

the formulation of a strategy for the conservation, alteration, demolition, repair
or management of a building, or structure, or complex and its setting.
or
to seek a better understanding, compile a lasting record, analyse the
findings/record, and then disseminate the result.
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4.1.3 (Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and guidance for the archaeological
investigation and recording of standing buildings or structures. Published 2014).
4.1.4 The definition of photogrammetry is the process of deriving metric data about an
object or landscape from photographs and the recreation or presentation as a
measurable 2D map or 3D model. Data for photogrammetry is usually derived from
several sources, Aerial Photogrammetry and Terrestrial Photogrammetry.
4.1.5 The purpose of photogrammetry is to examine, record and analyse landscapes,
buildings and objects. Photogrammetry can provide a lasting record of a landscape,
building or object. Photogrammetry allows for detailed real-world examination in a
virtual setting. Photogrammetry can be used to record historic landscapes, buildings
and objects. Volumetric analysis can provide measurable data on landscape change,
for example archaeological earthworks vulnerable to erosion, the deterioration of
historic buildings and objects to inform on conservation management. Best practice
advice for photogrammetry in the context of the historic environment can be found
in Historic England’s Photogrammetric Applications for Cultural Heritage Guidance for
Good Practice (Published 2017).
5

Legislative Framework

5.1.1 Planning legislation is set out in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. Planning
Policy Wales (PPW 10th Edition) sets out the land use planning policies of the Welsh
Government. Chapter 6 sets out the Welsh Government’s policy towards the historic
environment. It states “The planning system must take into account the Welsh
Government’s objectives to protect, conserve, promote and enhance the historic
environment as a resource for the general well-being of present and future
generations. The historic environment is a finite, non-renewable and shared resource
and a vital and integral part of the historical and cultural identity of Wales. It
contributes to economic vitality and culture, civic pride, local distinctiveness and the
quality of Welsh life. The historic environment can only be maintained as a resource
for future generations if the individual historic assets are protected and conserved.
Cadw’s published Conservation Principles highlights the need to base decisions on an
understanding of the impact a proposal may have on the significance of an historic
asset. It is the responsibility of all…planning authorities, applicants, developers and
communities…to appropriately care for the historic environment in their area. The
protection, conservation and enhancement of historic assets is most effective when it
is considered at the earliest stage of plan preparation or when designing new
proposals.” (PPW 2018, 124).
5.1.2 Underpinning PPW are a series of legislative powers and TANs. The Planning (Wales)
Act 2015 sets out a series of legislative changes to deliver reform of the planning
system in Wales, to ensure that it is fair, resilient and enables development. The 2015
Act also introduces a mandatory requirement to undertake pre-application
consultation for certain types of development. The Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (Wales) (Amendment) Order 2016 defines in
Schedule 4(l) the parameters and definitions for the requirement of pre-application
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consultation by Welsh Ministers, particularly in response to the effect of statutory
designated monuments, buildings, and parks and gardens.
5.1.3 Advice on archaeology and buildings in the planning process was contained in Welsh
Office Circular 60/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Archaeology and Welsh
Office Circular 1/98 Planning and the Historic Environment, which updated Welsh
Office Circular 61/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and
Conservation Areas following the Shimizu (U.K.) Ltd. v. Westminster City Council
Judgement (February 1997). Detailed advice on Environmental Impact Assessment is
contained within Welsh Office Circular 11/99 Environmental Impact Assessment.
Following adoption of the TAN 24 Historic Environment on 31st May 2017, Welsh
Office Circulars 60/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Archaeology; 61/96
Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and Conservation Areas; and
1/98 Planning and the Historic Environment have been cancelled.
5.1.4 Any works affecting an ancient monument and its setting are protected through
implementation of the Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. In
Wales the 1979 Act has been strengthened by The Historic Environment (Wales) Act
2016. The 2016 Act makes important improvements for the protection and
management of the Welsh historic environment. It also stands at the centre of an
integrated package of secondary legislation (Annexes 1-6), new and updated planning
policy and advice, and best-practice guidance on a wide range of topics (TAN 24
Historic Environment). Taken together, these support and promote the careful
management of change in the historic environment in accordance with current
conservation philosophy and practice.
5.1.5 The Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 and The Historic
Environment (Wales) Act 2016 sets out a presumption in favour of preservation in-situ
concerning sites and monuments of national importance (scheduled/listed), and there
exists in the current Planning Policy Wales (Chapter 6) a presumption in favour of
preservation in-situ of all types of heritage assets.
6

Methodology

6.1.1 The survey was undertaken between the 3rd December 2018 and 14th December 2018
in particularly challenging site conditions. The timber patternswere located within the
basement of the former Powerhouse and later Yorkshire Imperial Metals canteen (LB
11691). Hundreds of pieces of timber in various states of preservation were strewn
haphazardly covering the entirely of the basement floor, many in very poor condition
due to water ingress and vandalism since the 1980s when the site was abandoned.
C&CS estimated that there would be 20-30 timber patternsin sufficient condition to
enable recording lying either partially or fully obscured amongst the hundreds
decaying timber pieces and submerged in standing water.
6.1.2 All timber fragments were painstakingly sifted and analysed for suitability for
recording. This involved the complete cleaning of the basement by hand, the sorting
of hundreds of pieces of timber, rubble, paint spray cans and other detritus, and the
continual pumping out of standing water. Many hundreds of pieces of timber were
either too fragmentary, unidentifiable or in such degraded state that survey was
impracticable. These were discarded. As a direct result of the meticulous approach
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taken, a total of 97 patternswere identified and recorded. Far exceeding initial
estimates of 20-30 design patterns. Five patternswere selected for measurable 3D
photogrammetric models.
6.1.3 All patterns were captured using a Canon EOS 760D 24mp camera, with a 24mm prime
lens. Manual settings, including ISO, f/stop and exposure were altered during
recording to enable the highest quality images for modelling.
6.1.4 All photographs were taken in the basement as it was too unsafe to move them up to
ground floor level due to their delicate nature and weight. As a result, lighting
conditions were challenging and required camera settings out of the usual parameters
for photogrammetry to be use. The wet nature of the objects increased the difficulties
of capturing the patterns photographically and in the modelling process.
6.1.5 Each pattern was photographed, where possible, on a bench and employed fixed
lighting to illuminate the object. To capture the underside of patterns, these were
upended to enable all faces to be photographed.
6.1.6 After each day of photo capture test models were generated to ensure consistency of
the data and to ensure models could be produced, despite the conditions.
6.1.7 Models were produced using photogrammetry software, into which batches of photos
(top and bottom) were processed in separate ‘chunks’. These ‘chunks’ were then
aligned using known control points. Dimensional control, using scale bars, was then
applied to each model. Models were then reprocessed using the new parameters and
optimised cameras.
6.1.8 Modelling took several attempts with different parameters to enable to the
production of accurate models for archive. This was a result of the difficult conditions
in the Powerhouse Basement and the saturated nature of the patterns, the latter
having an adverse effect on the ability of the software to identify some key points.
6.1.9 High face count meshes were produced to retain the integrity of the original object,
and then textured to 15,000 pixels (OBJ) and 8,092 pixels (PDF). On completion of each
model, models were exported to OBJ and PDF formats. Orthographic renders were
exported and scaled in JPG format.
6.1.10 Small dimensional errors were recorded with each model, which are recorded in the
table below. Some element of the error can in part be attributed to the measurements
taken by hand during recording.
Pattern Record 3D Modelling Dimensional Error Margins
Model

Model Error (mm)

OBJ Resolution (pixels)

PDF Resolution (pixels)

PN010
PN049
PN056
PN075
PN077

4.80
1.43
2.79
2.07
2.82

15000
15000
15000
15000
15000

8092
8092
8092
8092
8092

6.1.11 The archaeological survey was conducted in accordance with professional and best
practice guidelines set out by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and
guidance for the archaeological investigation and recording of standing buildings or
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structures (published 2014) and Historic England’s Photogrammetric Applications for
Cultural Heritage Guidance for Good Practice (Published 2017).
6.1.12 A digital copy of the report and archive will be supplied to the client, the regional HER
and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales.
7

Results

7.1.1 A total of 97 wooden objects were identified and recorded in particularly challenging
site conditions, of which 39 are clearly recognisable as patterns. The wooden objects
were located within the basement of the former Powerhouse and later Yorkshire
Imperial Metals canteen (LB 11691). The basement was full of standing water, rubbish
with water-logged timber strewn across the entirety of the basement floor (Figures
14 and 15).
7.1.2 An initial inspection of water-logged timber was carried out to identify any potential
surviving patterns. Then the timber and rubbish located in the basement was first
sifted through for any patterns/timber objects suitable for recording, with any suitable
pieces set aside, and a space cleared to act as a spoil tip for unidentifiable timber
pieces, those pieces to degraded for identification and general rubbish (Figure 16).
The basement was continually pumped of water and the floor cleaned to reveal a
uniform brick floor that had subsided in several places.

Figure 14. View E of Powerhouse basement before the start of recording, showing timber and rubbish
strewn haphazardly across basement floor.
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Figure 15. View W of Powerhouse basement before the start of recording, showing timber and rubbish
strewn haphazardly across basement floor.

Figure 16. View E of Powerhouse basement during cleaning.

7.1.3 Due to health and safety constraints it was not possible to remove the patterns out of
the basement for recording so each pattern/timber object had to be recorded in the
basement, which presented challenges for the photographing and record. Some
patterns/timber objects were so large they could not be moved. A significant
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proportion of patterns were so delicate that some disintegrated during cleaning or
recording. Pattern Numbers PN076, PN077 and PN083 for example were recorded in
detail but fell to pieces during the photographic process so no photographs were
possible of these patterns, despite a measured record being made.
7.1.4 Following identification, each design pattern was cleaned (washed) by hand to reveal
paint colouration and any identification markings, which were usually either stamped
(punched) or painted with black paint. An area in the basement was cleared of detritus
and patterns to create a ‘clean space’ for recording. The recording area was fully lit
with halogen spotlights and the patterns recorded (annotated sketches) and
photographed. If movable the pattern was lifted onto tables to aid recording and
photographing (photogrammetry). Each pattern/timber object was given a distinct
reference (context) number starting with PN (Pattern Number) (Figure 17).

Figure 17. View E of Powerhouse basement during recording.

7.1.5 A comprehensive record of each pattern/timber object was made, including
assessment, measured drawings, photographic archive and five photogrammetric
measurable 3D models. The final project outputs include the pattern record sheets,
photographic archive (RAW and JPEG formats), five photogrammetric 3D models (OBJ
and PDF formats) and written report (including archival and cartographic research).
7.1.6 The five photogrammetric 3D measurable models are available in Appendix I. The
photographic record is located in Appendix II and the design pattern recording sheets
can be found in Appendix III.
7.2

Discussion and Conclusions

7.2.1 Large industrial enterprises often, even generally, possessed an in-house pattern
making shop, complementing their machine shops and other maintenance facilities,
even if they did not make their own castings. An in-house pattern making shop offered
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cost savings over paying external pattern makers (either employed by a foundry or
independent) to make patterns, it smoothed design alterations and resulting pattern
alterations, and pattern makers, being skilled woodworkers trained to work to
accuracies comparable to fine joinery makers, could be employed on a range of
internal works projects that required working in timber, when not employed
specifically on pattern making. Generally patterns remained in the ownership of the
customer.
7.2.2 Smaller industrial enterprises and customers requiring only occasional castings
contracted all aspects of pattern making and casting to the foundry, issuing design
drawings or specifications, and receiving finished castings. Depending on the details
of the agreed contract, ownership of patterns might belong to the customer or to the
foundry.
7.2.3 In most industrial areas there existed a small number of independent draftsmen and
independent pattern makers; they enabled a hybrid model for small customers who
could commission drawings and/or patterns independent of foundries.
7.2.4 In the 20th century (the period of these patterns) foundries, on completion of
manufacturing ordered castings, generally preferred to pass patterns to customers so
save the cost of storage. Large industrial enterprises would own considerable numbers
of patterns, many of which could resemble each other in shape and dimensions,
necessitating a cataloguing system to enable differentiation and retrieval when
needed again. The numbering system would tend to evolve within the works: it might
be a simple sequential numbering system (1, 2, 3, etc), or there might be elements
introduced into the system to identify works departments, projects, classes of
machinery or plant, or specific machinery or plant. Hybrid numbering systems could
readily occur, and changes and revisions could occur. The number stamped or incised
into the patterns, or painted onto the patterns, would correspond to an entry in a
paper-based catalogue, generally bound ledgers that identified each pattern both by
number and by name or brief description. Entries might be annotated with dates and
information on when patterns were used to cast components, and when the patterns
were revised or altered.
7.2.5 When the machinery or plant to which patterns pertained became obsolete or was
disposed of, patterns were subsequently also disposed of. If machinery was sold
second hand, patterns were often included in the sale along with spare parts and
technical drawings. A works acquiring a second-hand rolling mill for example, might
also acquire large numbers of patterns, whatever spare parts existed, and dozens or
hundreds of technical drawings. Patterns are voluminous and cost money to store so
when obsolete, and if not sold with second-hand machinery, would be disposed of.
Some patterns might be adapted to make new patterns; large patterns might be
trimmed to create blank pieces of timber from which wholly new patterns might be
made; other patterns (especially small patterns) would generally become firewood.
The wood from which patterns was made was good quality from specific species, even
grained, and dimensionally stable, and the price of timber suitable for pattern making
reflected these attributes. As a result, there was a long-standing tendency to adapt
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obsolete patterns or to cut then down to form timber blanks for the making of wholly
new patterns
7.2.6 The location of the pattern shop in the Hafod-Morfa Copperworks (Figure 18) is noted
on several ICI plans from the early to mid-20th century. An ICI plan dated 1939 depicts
the pattern shop occupying around a third of Building 21 (Figure 19). The louvered
roof (Figure 18 and 21) would suggest the presence of a hot gass activity so this
building would appear to have been repurposed to allow for the pattern shop in the
western end. A slightly later ICI plan from the 1950s (Figure 1) shows the pattern shop
now occupying the full length of the building (now building 74), possibly reflecting an
increase in workload. Another ICI plan from the 1950s (Figure 20) shows the pattern
shop, and a pattern and tool store now occupying the adjacent warehouse (building
72). The addition of the pattern store coincides with the changes in manufacturing
process implemented by ICI during this period. The additional space required is
probably representative of increasing pattern making workloads. Whether all the
patterns were cast on-site or if patterns made for other ICI works is not clear.
Nevertheless, there appears to be an expansion of pattern making during the changes
implemented by ICI. The location of an earlier pre-20th century pattern shops are not
presently known but must have been found on site to enabling the casting of machine
parts for the various smelting and processing activities. A photograph from the Lower
Fforest Foundry, Morriston taken in October 1909 provides a little insight into the
pattern makers themselves (reference D 178/3; Figure 22).

Figure 18. Hafod-Morfa Copperworks, Swansea 1920s by Surrey flying services (75.64I_14) (Pattern Store
outlined in red) © NMW.
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Figure 19. Hafod-Morfa Copperworks, Swansea 1939 ICI Plan showing Pattern Store (outlined in red) ©
NMW.

Figure 20. A 1950s ICI plan showing the location of the Pattern Shop and Stores at the southern side of the
Hafod-Morfa Copperworks. © C&CS.
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Figure 21. Aerial view of Pattern Shop and Stores in 1968 (6810 MAL 54_68 045a). © Crown Copyright 2019.
Reproduced with permission from Central Register of Aerial Photographs for Wales, Welsh Government,
Crown Offices, Cathays Park, Cardiff. CF10 3NQ.

Figure 22. A group photograph of workers in Fitting, Smith and Pattern Shops, Lower Fforest Foundry,
Morriston in October 1909 (reference D 178/3) © West Glamorgan Archives.

7.2.7 The patterns identified in the basement of the Powerhouse building have all the
features of 20th century patterns: orange or yellow paint, or varnish, lengthy register
numbers, reinforcing webs typical of early and mid 20th century industrial component
design. That they survived on the works site until closure suggests that they pertained
to machinery present on the site until late in the active life of the works.
7.2.8 In 1924 the two hitherto wholly separate works were united in single ownership when
Vivian & Sons Ltd (owners of Hafod Works) joined with Williams, Foster & Co and
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Pascoe Grenfell & Co Ltd (owners of Morfa Works, the cumbersome title reflecting an
earlier amalgamation in 1892) to form British Copper Manufacturers Ltd which was
bought up by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd, a national company, in 1928 and
thereafter subject to a sequence of ownership changes that reflected changing
divisionalisation within ICI rather than wholly new ownerships:
i.

1928-1943 I.C.I.Metals Ltd (a subsidiary of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd)

ii.

1944-1958 Metals Division, Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd

iii.

1958-1962 Yorkshire Imperial Metals Ltd (subsidiary of Imperial Chemical
Industries Ltd and Yorkshire Copper (Holdings) Ltd)

iv.

1962-1968 Yorkshire Imperial Metals Ltd (subsidiary of Imperial Metal Industries
Ltd (owned by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd) and Yorkshire Copper (Holdings)
Ltd)

v.

1968-1978 Yorkshire Imperial Metals Ltd (subsidiary of Imperial Metal Industries
Ltd (owned by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd), following the purchase of
Yorkshire Copper (Holdings) Ltd by ICI)

vi.

1978-1980 Yorkshire Imperial Metals Ltd (subsidiary of IMI Ltd, following ICI’s
sale of IMI: note that the registered company name changed from ‘Imperial
Metal Industries Ltd’ to ‘IMI Ltd’)

7.2.9 British Copper Manufacturers Ltd and the subsequent owners inherited not only
Hafod and Morfa Works (which ICI renamed ‘Landore Works’) but also Middle Bank
Copper Works, Upper Bank Zinc Works, and White Rock Lead & Silver Works. These
works were gradually closed down and some of their manufacturing processes
transferred to Hafod-Morfa. This consolidation of sites likely included movement of
machinery.
7.2.10 After 1928, Hafod-Morfa Works being part of a major national company, saw some of
their of their manufacturing processes transferred to other works owned by ICI, and
also saw movement to Hafod-Morfa of other works’ manufacturing processes. This
latter movement of manufacturing processes to Hafod-Morfa was particularly notable
during the Second World War (reflecting government-driven war time needs and
industrial strategy) and the period immediately after 1945 (reflecting extensive
rationalisations within ICI). These movements of manufacturing processes definitely
included movement of machinery.
7.2.11 Within the Hafod-Morfa site, ICI appear to have pursued a long-term objective to
concentrate production within Morfa Works, resulting in a gradual vacating of Hafod
Works. This relocation and concentration was however far from complete when
Hafod-Morfa Works closed in 1980.
7.2.12 The result of the movements of manufacturing processes outlined above was that
machinery and plant was periodically both moved into and out from the Hafod-Morfa
Works. Spare parts, technical drawings relevant to specific machines would have
moved with the machines; patterns relevant to specific machines would likely have
also moved with the machines. Detailed machinery inventories for the works do not
appear to have survived from this period to confirm the extent of machinery
movements, but works plans listing changing functions of buildings and trade
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directory and other text summarising the manufacturing operations carried out at the
works, and the products of the works, make clear that changes of machinery must
have occurred.
7.2.13 It should thus be borne in mind that the surviving patterns:
i.

Likely pertain to the machinery present in the works towards the latter years of
the works operation, obsolete patterns likely having been disposed of.
Accordingly, it is unlikely that 19th century patterns are present among the finds.

ii.

Likely pertain at least in part to machinery moved to Hafod-Morfa from other ICI
works.

7.2.14 The space in which the patterns were found is very wet – far too damp for responsible
storage of patterns. It seems likely that they were placed there when the works closed
and CCS acquired the site, to cache them for potential future display. This caching
likely was directed by works employees of some seniority who identified that leaving
patterns in wherever they were stored might risk their destruction by one or both of
vandalism, or the new site owners directing extensive clearing-out of buildings, and in
the light of CCS’s known aspirations to create heritage displays in at least part of the
site, did their best to ensure that patterns might be available for future display.
7.2.15 This deduced scenario indicates that a degree of selection is likely to have occurred
when choosing patterns to be cached. What considerations motivated and informed
that selection can now only be guessed at. What is important is the consideration that
the patterns selected to be cached are unlikely to have been all the extant patterns
on site, and that selection to unknowable criteria occurred. Subsequent deterioration
due to decades in the damp reduced the survivors by a substantial and probably
proportion. The surveyed patterns consequently cannot be regarded as a
comprehensive ‘collection’, a meaningful cross-section of what formerly existed with
the works, or a themed and suite selected to any specific criteria.
7.2.16 In summary, the surveyed patterns comprise random survivors of likely mostly 20th
century date and very likely relevance to machinery that existed within the works
during its latter period of operation. Whilst is it possible that some patterns might be
relevant to the machinery currently surviving on the site (Uniflow hot mills engine;
plate rolls and mill stands), there is a greater likelihood that the surveyed patterns
pertain to removed and scrapped machinery. The existence of more than one radically
different numbering system indicates that patterns were consolidated from different
works.
7.2.17 Included in the 97 surveyed timber objects are a number of objects that are certainly
not patterns: most notably an internal panel door, but also a number of unidentifiable
objects, some fragmentary. Only a modest proportion of the patterns represent
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readily identifiable components but some of these do enable correlation with
machinery known to have existed, or likely to have existed within the works:
1.

PN001 bearing cap, possibly from a stationary engine; would have been cast in
iron.

2.

PN002 possibly loose flange for large dimeter steam or water pipe.

3.

PN003 save for the projecting wing, this has great affinities with a roll with a
working surface of 170mm diam x 620mm length but the diameter is
proportionately very small for the length.

4.

PN004 ditto.

5.

PN005 pipe elbow; would have been cast in iron.

6.

PN006 ditto.

7.

PN009 probable bearing cap; would have been cast in iron.

8.

PN011 shaft bracket / pedestal; would have been cast in iron.

9.

PN015 possibly to make pipe core.

10. PN016 ditto.
11. PN019 possibly to make core for pipe elbow.
12. PN023 portion of rack.
13. PN027 shaft bracket; would have been cast in iron.
14. PN033 his has great affinities with a roll with a working surface of 320mm diam
x 970mm length, though there are projections that do not accord with this
identification
15. PN033 ditto but length 1050mm.
16. PN036 possibly inspection cover frame.
17. PN037 note pattern number includes ‘ICI’.
18. PN038 possibly part-pattern for a pipe joint or elbow.
19. PN040 possibly to make pipe core.
20. PN0046 ditto.
21. PN049 bearing cap; would have been cast in iron.
22. PN051 possibly to make pipe core.
23. PN054 note pattern number includes ‘ICI YM’.
24. PM056 bearing cap; would have been cast in iron.
25. PM059 note pattern number includes ‘ICI’.
26. PM061 part-glazed four panel internal door: NOT a pattern.
27. PM062 possibly not a pattern.
28. PM066 a roll with a working surface of 360mm diam x 340mm length.
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29. PM068 large bearing shell; would have been cast in brass.
30. PM077 note inscribed ‘pinion for De Berg shears’.
31. PM078 a roll with a working surface of 330mm diam x (approx 525mm length;
note pattern number includes ‘ICI’.
32. PM079 ditto.
33. PM085 large bearing shell; would have been cast in brass.
34. PM088 possibly to make pipe core.
35. PM091 ditto.
36. PM092 possibly not a pattern.
37. PM093 box or crate lid or back – note hinge remains, NOT a pattern.
38. PM094 possibly very large bearing shell; if so, would have been cast in brass.
39. PM097 upper part of a crosshead guide on a large stationary horizontal steam
engine; in the context of the site, the 2920mm length suggests a twin cylinder
rolling mill engine.
7.2.18 A number of potential identifications with part-patterns for components for stationary
steam engines might be made (e.g. PN073 might be part of a pattern for a large
crankshaft) but there is little utility in listing uncertain and unproveable possibilities.
7.2.19 A number of patterns are inscribed ‘ICI’. This company was the ultimate owner of the
works from 1928 to 1980 and directly owned the works 1944-1958. One pattern is
inscribed ICI YM’; the latter company owned the works 1958-1980. These patterns
could have been transferred to Hafod-Morfa from other ICI and works (and thus could
predate 1944 and 1958 respectively) but the patterns inscribed ICI likely post-date
1926 when the company was formed (though the inscription was possibly
retrospectively applied to older patterns). The pattern inscribed YM likely post-dates
1958 when YIM was registered as a jointly owned subsidiary of ICI and Yorkshire
Copper (Holdings) Ltd (though the inscription was possibly retrospectively applied to
an older pattern). A strong impression is gained that these patterns – and by extension
many, perhaps all, of the other patterns – post-date the 1920s.
7.2.20 The identifiable patterns all pertain to heavy industrial machinery, particularly large
engines and rolls. These identifications accord with the known main processes of
sheet and plate rolling, and forging, which were in use in the works from the 1920s to
1980. These identifications thus support the previously expressed likelihood (above)
that the patterns pertain to machinery in use at the works in its latter period of
operation.
7.2.21 The differing systems of pattern numbering may reflect one or both of patterns having
been transferred to Hafod Morfa along with machinery from other ICI works, and/or
extensive revision to pattern numbering within Hafod-Morfa Works.
7.2.22 The patterns represent large machinery components cast in both iron (various grades)
and brass; some may represent components cast in steel. Whilst brass casting foundry
facilities existed in the works in the mid 20th century, iron casting facilities did not. It
is thus confirmed that the patterns pertain to spare parts for machinery employed in
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the works rather than pertaining to the casting of products in the works for sale to
external customers. The patterns were thus held within the works in preparedness
against the possibility of requiring replacement parts for machinery operating in the
works; the patterns would have been loaned to external specialist foundries to cast
replacement and spare components for machinery at Hafod-Morfa Works.
7.2.23 Roll patterns feature amongst the finds; the casting of rolls was specialist sub-sector
of the heavy iron founding industry. Such foundries were mainly concentrated in areas
where there were concentrations of steel making and processing works, notably
works rolling uncoated sheet (blackplate and motor body sheet) and coated sheet
(tinplate, terneplate, and galvanised sheets). The UK uncoated and coated steel sheet
industries were mainly located in south Wales, especially West Glamorgan, and as a
result there was a major concentration in the region of foundries specialising in casting
rolls and other sheet mill components. Rolling mills for copper and brass (as existed at
Hafod-Morfa) differed only in detail from rolling mills for steel sheet, and so the roll
patterns amongst the finds would have been loaned to local roll foundries when
replacement and spare rolls were required for the works. The tinplate and sheet works
of the region used standard sizes and grades of rolls that were produced as stock items
by local roll foundries and hence the foundries retained standard patterns rather than
individual tinplate and sheet works possessing roll patterns and loaning them to
foundries. That Hafod-Morfa possessed roll patterns indicates that their roll
dimensions were different to those of the local tinplate and sheet industries, obliging
the works to make and retain its own specialist patterns.
7.2.24 A number of rolling departments existed in the works in the relevant period: hot mills
for copper plate, hot mills for copper sheet, cold mills for copper, and yellow metal
(brass) mills, lead mills. Engine components might pertain to not just mill engines but
to other prime movers in the works. Whilst it is possible that some of the patterns
might pertain to the machinery currently surviving on the site (Uniflow hot mills
engine; copper plate rolls and mill stands), the balance of probability is against this
possibility.
8
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10 Appendix II – Plates
10.1.1 The plates below form the photographic record of all 97 timber objects and patterns.

Plate 1 - Pattern Number PN001

Plate 2 - Pattern Number PN002
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Plate 3 - Pattern Number PN003 (top)

Plate 4 - Pattern Number PN004 (top)
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Plate 5 - Pattern Number PN005

Plate 6 - Pattern Number PN006
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Plate 7 - Pattern Number PN007

Plate 8 - Pattern Number PN008
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Plate 9 - Pattern Number PN009

Plate 10 - Pattern Number PN009 (detail)
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Plate 11 - Pattern Number PN010

Plate 12 - Pattern Number PN010 (detail)
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Plate 13 - Pattern Number PN011

Plate 14 - Pattern Number PN012
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Plate 15 - Pattern Number PN012 (detail)

Plate 16 - Pattern Number PN013
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Plate 17 - Pattern Number PN014

Plate 18 - Pattern Number PN015
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Plate 19 - Pattern Number PN016

Plate 20 - Pattern Number PN017
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Plate 21 - Pattern Number PN018

Plate 22 - Pattern Number PN019
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Plate 23 - Pattern Number PN020 (left)

Plate 24 - Pattern Number PN020 (detail)
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Plate 25 - Pattern Number PN021 (right)

Plate 26 - Pattern Number PN021 (detail)
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Plate 27 - Pattern Number PN022

Plate 28 - Pattern Number PN023
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Plate 29 - Pattern Number PN024

Plate 30 - Pattern Number PN025
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Plate 31 - Pattern Number PN026

Plate 32 - Pattern Number PN027
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Plate 33 - Pattern Number PN028

Plate 34 - Pattern Number PN029
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Plate 35 - Pattern Number PN030 (bottom)

Plate 36 - Pattern Number PN031
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Plate 37 - Pattern Number PN032

Plate 38 - Pattern Number PN032 (detail)
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Plate 39 - Pattern Number PN032 (detail)

Plate 40 - Pattern Number PN033 (top)
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Plate 41 - Pattern Number PN034

Plate 42 - Pattern Number PN035
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Plate 43 - Pattern Number PN036

Plate 44 - Pattern Number PN037
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Plate 45 - Pattern Number PN037 (detail)

Plate 46 - Pattern Number PN038
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Plate 47 - Pattern Number PN039

Plate 48 - Pattern Number PN040
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Plate 49 - Pattern Number PN040 (detail)

Plate 50 - Pattern Number PN041
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Plate 51 - Pattern Number PN042

Plate 52 - Pattern Number PN043
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Plate 53 - Pattern Number PN044

Plate 54 - Pattern Number PN044
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Plate 55 - Pattern Number PN044 (detail)

Plate 56 - Pattern Number PN045
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Plate 57 - Pattern Number PN046

Plate 58 - Pattern Number PN047
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Plate 59 - Pattern Number PN048

Plate 60 - Pattern Number PN049
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Plate 61 - Pattern Number PN049 (detail)

Plate 62 - Pattern Number PN050
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Plate 63 - Pattern Number PN051

Plate 64 - Pattern Number PN052
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Plate 65 - Pattern Number PN053

Plate 66 - Pattern Number PN054
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Plate 67 - Pattern Number PN055

Plate 68 - Pattern Number PN056
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Plate 69 - Pattern Number PN057

Plate 70 - Pattern Number PN058
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Plate 71 - Pattern Number PN059

Plate 72 - Pattern Number PN060
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Plate 73 - Pattern Number PN061

Plate 74 - Pattern Number PN062
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Plate 75 - Pattern Number PN063

Plate 76 - Pattern Number PN063 (detail)
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Plate 77 - Pattern Number PN064

Plate 78 - Pattern Number PN064 (detail)
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Plate 79 - Pattern Number PN065

Plate 80 - Pattern Number PN066
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Plate 81 - Pattern Number PN066 (detail)

Plate 82 - Pattern Number PN066 (detail)
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Plate 83 - Pattern Number PN067

Plate 84 - Pattern Number PN067 (detail)
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Plate 85 - Pattern Number PN068

Plate 86 - Pattern Number PN069
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Plate 87 - Pattern Number PN070

Plate 88 - Pattern Number PN070 (detail)
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Plate 89 - Pattern Number PN070 (detail)

Plate 90 - Pattern Number PN071
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Plate 91 - Pattern Number PN072

Plate 92 - Pattern Number PN073
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Plate 93 - Pattern Number PN074

Plate 94 - Pattern Number PN074 (detail)
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Plate 95 - Pattern Number PN074 (detail)

Plate 96 - Pattern Number PN075
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Plate 99 - Pattern Number PN078 (left)

Plate 100 - Pattern Number PN078 (detail)
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Plate 101 - Pattern Number PN079 (top)

Plate 102 - Pattern Number PN079 (detail)
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Plate 103 - Pattern Number PN080

Plate 104 - Pattern Number PN080 (detail)
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Plate 105 - Pattern Number PN081 (top and far left)

Plate 106 - Pattern Number PN082
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Plate 107 - Pattern Number PN082 (detail)

Plate 108 - Pattern Number PN082 (detail)
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Plate 110 - Pattern Number PN084 (middle)

Plate 111 - Pattern Number PN084 (detail).
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Plate 112 - Pattern Number PN085.

Plate 113 - Pattern Number PN086 (bottom).
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Plate 114 - Pattern Number PN087.

Plate 115 - Pattern Number PN088.
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Plate 116 - Pattern Number PN089.

Plate 117 - Pattern Number PN090.
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Plate 118 - Pattern Number PN091.

Plate 119 - Pattern Number PN092.
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Plate 120 - Pattern Number PN093.

Plate 121 - Pattern Number PN094.
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Plate 122 - Pattern Number PN095.

Plate 123 - Pattern Number PN096.
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Plate 124 - Pattern Number PN097.
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11 Appendix III – Design Pattern Record Sheets
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